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Identifies the moon as our only natural satellite, describes its movement and phases, and discusses

how we have observed and explored it over the years.
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This is a great book for teaching children about the moon phases. The illustrations are great and the

text is not boring. I would recommend this book to teachers, parents, or anyone who has trouble

learning the moon phases.

This book is another Gail Gibbons classic. If your child loves things like astronomy (or you want to

introduce the Moon to them), this book is for you! My son is 3 and it is able to keep his mind active

and engaged but could certainly be enjoyed by children up to 7 or 8 years old. This is done by the

author in her classic style (the way I love) of giving great information in a FUN, SIMPLE, and EASY

to read way! I would say this would be a great book to introduce in a classroom for teachers K-2

teaching on the subject as well. A WONDERFUL Gail Gibbons option, especially when you can get

it on  for a fraction of the price...I paid $5 including shipping!!



Very factual information written on the level of a 1st-4th grade child.Good to use in the classroom in

conjunction with a unit on space.

I got this book to go with the Uncle Milton Moon in My Room, and I'm glad I did. The moon toy is a

light-up moon that hangs on the wall and lights up with a remote control. I use this book as a

bedtime storybook along with the 'moon' on the wall, to teach my grandson about phases of the

moon, tides, satellites, and the solar system, eclipses and other stuff. We also read the book when

we look at the real moon through our telescope. It's easy to understand, visually appealing, and

interesting.

This was a very interesting book and great for explaining the moon. My daughter is only two but she

liked having the book read to her and she is fascinated by the moon so this was a great purchase.

MY 5 AND 3 YEAR OLDS ARE TELLING ME WHAT PHASE THE MOON IS IN. Correctly, I might

add. I bought it to accompany the Moon in my Room toy and we don't have the toy up yet but they

have te moon to look at every night so it's been a great educational enterainment for my outdoorsy

book loving boys!

This is a wonderful book to use when teaching the phases of the moon. My third grade students

really enjoyed it. I first read the whole book aloud, then I broke it into different sections as we

learned about the moon. I also recommend it if you are teaching your students about informational

texts. This is just one great example of how an author can present information in different ways.

After sharing a MOON / SPACE theme with my class this book truly fulfilled the needs and

questions the preschool children had.
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